Welcome to the world of Pearl.
We understand there are a lot of choices to make when searching for your perfect bathroom fittings, with an overwhelming amount of confusing information and advice available.

At Pearl we don’t think it needs to be that complicated. We think all you need to know is that when you choose a Pearl product, you are getting the very best of Indian design and exceptional quality.
ENDURING QUALITY
SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
TIMELESS STYLE

FOUNDRY
INDUCTION FURNACES, CORE SHOOTERS AND GRAVITY DIE-CASTING MACHINES

CASTING
VIRGIN BRASS INGOTS ARE MELTED IN THE INDUCTION FURNACE AND DIE-CASTED TO BE SHAPED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TECHNICAL DESIGNS. MATERIAL STANDARD-IS-292/1993

MACHINING
HI-SPEED COMPUTER CONTROLLED SPMS CNC MACHINE CENTERS AND IN-HOUSE TOOL ROOM (PRODUCTS ARE MADE OF EXTRUDED BRASS RODS ON AUTOMATS(TRAUB MACHINES) CNC’S AND IVMC’S STANDARDS IS-407/1981)

STATE OF ART GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINES
SEMI-AUTOMATIC POLISHING MACHINES, MULTI STATION, MULTI SPINDLE ROTARY POLISHING MACHINES, HI-TECH POLISHING MACHINES.

ELECTRO PLATING LINE SURFACE FINISHING
THIS STEP INVOLVE FINISHING OF THE PRODUCTS THROUGH ELECTROPLATING STANDARD NICKEL 10-12 MICRONS CHROME -> 0.3 MICRONS

FINAL PRODUCT ASSEMBLY
EXPERTS ASSEMBLE VARIOUS PARTS USING PNEUMATIC TOOLS

FINAL PRODUCT TESTING
ALL PRODUCTS ARE TESTED UNDER BOTH HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC PRESSURE AS RECOMMENDED BY THE BUREAU OF INPEarl STANDARD AND AS PER INTERNATIONAL NORMS

STANDARD
LOW WATER PRESSURE 0 TO 0.25 KGS/CM

PACKAGING
ATTRACTION PACKAGING WITH COTTON POUCHES, FOAM, THERMOCOL, AND BUBBLE SHEETS IS USED TO ENSURE ZERO SURFACE DAMAGE IN TRANSIT OR DURING STORAGE AND THE FINISHED PRODUCTS ADORN EVERY BATHROOM THEY REACH.
IF YOU HAVE A FIRM FOUNDATION
YOU CAN REALISE EVEN THE MOST
AMBITIOUS IDEAS

Dear customers

"There is nothing permanent except change." At Pearl we live by this old adage. For us, the urge for improvement and the rigorous development of innovation is a solidly established and resolutely pursued company principle. Since our foundation we’ve invested tirelessly in new ideas, new technologies and surprisingly new solutions always with our Pearl values and our customers’ need firmly in view. We can’t help always being a little bit different. And in dynamic times this is our guarantee of enduring market leadership.

Our core competence is producing high quality faucets with design aspirations to match. We have now broadened our aim and put together integrated bathroom solutions for our customers. These are a fusion of our decades of experience in the sanitary sector with outstanding expertise in mass production to create stylishly co-ordinated bathroom faucets.

Read this brochure and find out more about Pearl debut as a supplier of exclusive bathrooms. Despite many new aspects our Pearl company values of “enduring quality”, “leadership technology”, “Outstanding design” and “environmental responsibility of the highest order” are the key principles guiding our thoughts and deeds.

Enjoy this new evolution of our traditional strengths-unmistakably imprinted with Pearl dna- as we write an impressive new chapter in our success story.

On to new shores-for even greater delight in water.

Yours, Truly
Managing Director
N.K. GARG
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TITANIC COLLECTION

When you take care of every detail, when you strive for excellence, when you do every possible thing to make your dreams come true, there are no limits. If you always want to go beyond, we have created a collection that will turn your bathroom into the place you always dreamt of.
TTS-1060 Bib Cock
TTS-1061 Long Body Bib Cock
TTS-1062 Angle Cock
TTS-1063 Pillar Cock
TTS-1064 2 Way Angle Cock
TTS-1065 2 Way Bib Cock
TTS-1066 Sink Cock
TTS-1067 Swan Neck Pillar Cock
TTS-1068 Concealed Stop Cock 15mm
TTS-1069 Concealed Stop Cock 20mm
TTS-1070 Sink Mixer
TTS-1071 Wall Mixer Non Telephonic
TTS-1072 Centre Hole Basin Mixer
TTS-1073 2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)
TTS-1074 2 in 1 Wall Mixer with ‘L’ Bend
(with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)
TTS-1075 Wall Mixer 3 in 1
(with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
TTS-1082 | 35 MM
TTS-1096 | 40 MM

TITANIC COLLECTION
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
2 Inlet - 40mm
TTS-1078
TTS-1079 (High Flow)

TTS-1084
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - 45mm

TTS-1098
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet (Heavy Body) - 45mm

TTS-1080
Wall Button Spout

TTS-1081
Wall Plain Spout

TTS-1083
Flush Cock 25mm

Single Lever Concealed
Deusch Mixer
TTS-1085 | 35 MM
TTS-1097 | 40 MM
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)

TTS-1086
Single Concealed Basin Cock
Wall Mounted (15mm Spindle)

TTS-1076
Nozzle Bib Cock

TTS-1093
Washing Machine Tap
TPR-1148
Single Lever Basin Mixer

When you take care of every detail, when you strive for excellence, when you do every possible thing to make your dreams come true, there are no limits. If you always want to go beyond, we have created a collection that will turn your bathroom into the place you always dreamt of.

PEARL
PRECISION PRODUCTS

TITANIC PRIME COLLECTION
TPR-1131 Bib Cock
TPR-1132 Long Body Bib Cock
TPR-1133 Angle Cook
TPR-1134 Pillar Cook

TPR-1135 2 Way Angle Cock
TPR-1136 2 Way Bib Cock
TPR-1138 Swan Neck Pillar Cook
TPR-1137 Sink Cock

TPR-1139 Concealed Stop Cock 15mm
TPR-1140 Concealed Stop Cock 20mm
TPR-1141 Sink Mixer
TPR-1142 Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

TPR-1144 2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(With crutch for provision of Hand Shower)
TPR-1145 2 in 1 Wall Mixer with ‘L’ Bend
(With provision for both Hand and overhead Shower)
TPR-1146 Wall Mixer 3 in 1
TPR-1143 Centre Hole Basin Mixer
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
TPR-1158 | 35 MM
TPR-1165 | 40 MM

TITANIC PRIME
COLLECTION
TPR-1147
Nozzle Bib Cook

TPR-1149
Single Lever Concealed
Diverter (2 Inlet) 40mm

TPR-1150
Single Lever Concealed
Diverter (2 Inlet) 40mm H/F

TPR-1151
Wall Button Spout

TPR-1152
Wall Plain Spout

TPR-1153
Single Lever Concealed
Basin Mixer Wall Mounted

TPR-1154
Flush Cook 25mm

TPR-1155
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
(3 Inlet) 45mm

TPR-1156
Single Lever Concealed
Deusch Mixer
TPR-1156 | 35 MM
TPR-1166 | 40 MM
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)

TPR-1157
Single Concealed Basin Cook
Wall Mounted (15mm Spindle)
A wholly rounded form compliments the ridge line. The top panel’s three-dimensional surface emphasizes its material quality. The smooth, sea glass-like form will refresh your senses with every touch. It blends right into the daily life of many different kinds of people.
MAP-901  Bib Cock
MAP-903  Long Body Bib Cock
MAP-902  Pillar Cock
MAP-904  Angle Cock

MAP-905  2 Way Angle Cock
MAP-930  2 Way Angle Cock
(15mm Spindle)
MAP-906  2 Way Bib Cock
MAP-931  2 Way Bib Cock
(15mm Spindle)

MAP-908  Swan Neck Pillar Cock
MAP-907  Sink Cock
MAP-909  Concealed Stop Cock 15mm
MAP-910  Concealed Stop Cock 20mm

MAP-911  Sink Mixer
MAP-912  Wall Mixer Non Telephonic
MAP-913  Center Hole Basin Mixer
MAP-914  2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)
MAP-921
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted - 40mm
MAPLE

MAP-915
2 in 1 Wall Mixer with ‘L’ Bend

MAP-916
Wall Mixer 3 in 1
(with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)

MAP-919
Wall Button Spout

MAP-920
Wall Plain Spout

MAP-917
Nozzle Bib Cock

MAP-938
Washing Machine Tap

MAP-922
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
2 Inlet - 40mm

MAP-923
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - 45mm

MAP-924 (High Flow)

MAP-941
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

MAP-940
Single Concealed Basin Cock
Wall Mounted (15mm Spindle)

MAP-934
Single Lever Concealed Deusch Mixer - 40mm
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)

MAP-936
Flush Cock 25mm

MAP-929
Single Lever Basin Mixer Tall Body
BELL-480
Single Lever Basin Mixer Tall Body

BELL COLLECTION

The charming design based on an historic original is a contemporary representation of the good old days and pleasant bathroom rituals.
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
BELL-472 | 35 MM
BELL-490 | 40 MM
BELL-468
Wall Button Spout

BELL-469
Wall Plain Spout

Single Lever Concealed Deusch Mixer
BELL-484 | 35 MM
BELL-491 | 40 MM
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)

BELL-487
Washing Machine Tap

Single Lever Concealed Diverter
2 Inlet - 40mm
BELL-473
BELL-475 (High Flow)

BELL-474
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - 45mm

BELL-486
Flush Cock 25mm

BELL-466
Nozzle Bib Cock

BELL-494
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

BELL-492
Single Concealed Basin Cock
Wall Mounted (15mm Spindle)

BELL-461
Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

BELL-462
Centre Hole Basin Mixer
GPR-893
Single Lever Basin Mixer Tall Body

GEMINI PRIME COLLECTION

A hint of nostalgia within a modern vibe. We wanted to create a look and form where two different styles work together. A beauty that exists only in this day and age. Simple yet classical elegance to decorate your everyday.
GPR-871 Bib Cock
GPR-873 Long Body Bib Cock
GPR-874 Angle Cock
GPR-890 2 Way Angle Cock
GPR-891 2 Way Bib Cock
GPR-886 Nozzle Bib Cock
GPR-872 Pillar Cock
GPR-877 Sink Cock
GPR-878 Swan Neck Pillar Cock
GPR-876 Concealed Stop Cock 15mm
GPR-875 Concealed Stop Cock 20mm
GPR-880 Sink Mixer
GPR-881 Wall Mixer Non Telephonic
GPR-883 2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)
GPR-884 2 in 1 Wall Mixer with ‘L’ Bend
GPR-887 Single Lever Basin Mixer
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
GPR-911 | 35 MM
GPR-894 | 40 MM

GEMINI PRIME
COLLECTION
GPR-888
Wall Button Spout

GPR-889
Wall Plain Spout

GPR-897
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - 45mm

GPR-899
Single Concealed Basin Cock
Wall Mounted (15mm Spindle)

GPR-895
GPR-896 (High Flow)

GPR-8912
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

GPR-907
Washing Machine Tap

GPR-885
Wall Mixer 3 in 1
(with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)

GPR-892
Pillar Cock Tall Body

GPR-879
Flush Cock 25mm

GPR-882
Center Hole Basin Mixer
The day will come when you will have to change the faucets at home or install new ones when you move into a new home. As faucets define the style of a bathroom at Pearl we have a catalogue of models and features that will surely suit your needs.

JUP-371
Single Lever Basin Mixer Tall Body
JUP-386
Single Concealed Basin Cock
Wall Mounted (15mm spindle)
JUP-366
Nozzle Bib Cock

JUP-360
Sink Mixer

JUP-392
Sink Mixer with Foam Flow

JUP-393
Center Hole Basin Mixer with Foam Flow

JUP-361
Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

JUP-363
2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic (with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)

JUP-364
2 in 1 Wall Mixer with ‘L’ Bend

JUP-365
Wall Mixer 3 in 1 (with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)

JUP-368
Wall Button Spout

JUP-369
Wall Plain Spout

JUP-372 | 35 MM
JUP-398 | 40 MM

JUP-362
Center Hole Basin Mixer

Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer Wall Mounted

JUP-374
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
2 Inlet - 40mm

JUP-394
JUP-375 (High Flow)

JUP-401
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

JUP-385 | 35 MM
JUP-399 | 40 MM
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)
VIR-207
Single Lever Basin Mixer Tall Body

VIRGO COLLECTION

Virgo, the collection for the whole family. Boasting an extensive repertoire of mixers for basins, baths, showers and even kitchens, this collection cannot fail to fascinate with its high level of functionality and user convenience.
VIR-190
Wall Mixer 3 in 1
(with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)

VIR-188
2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)

VIR-189
2 in 1 Wall Mixer with 'L' Bend

VIR-210
Single Concealed Basin Cock
Wall Mounted (15mm Spindle)

VIR-200
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
2 Inlet - 40mm

VIR-214
VIR-196 (High Flow)

VIR-220
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

VIR-215
Washing Machine Tap

VIR-193
Wall Button Spout

VIR-194
Wall Plain Spout

VIR-197
Single Lever Concealed
Deusche Mixer
VIR-209 | 35 MM
VIR-219 | 40 MM
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)

VIR-187
Center Hole Basin Mixer

VIR-191
Single Lever Basin Mixer
LEO-183
Single Lever Basin Mixer Tall Body

Composition of combinations of simple cylinders, pulled together by planes with smooth curves. We strived for a beauty that, like branches of a tree, brings organic forms into an inorganic space. Enjoy your everyday in a simply sophisticated space.
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
LEO-170 | 35 MM
LEO-194 | 40 MM
LEO-163
2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)

LEO-164
2 in 1 Wall Mixer with 'L' Bend

LEO-165
Wall Mixer 3 in 1
(with provision of both Hand and Overhead Shower)

Single Lever Concealed
Deusch Mixer
LEO-185 | 35 MM
LEO-195 | 40 MM
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)

Single Lever Concealed Diverter
2 Inlet - 40mm
LEO-190
LEO-171 (High Flow)

LEO-175
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - 45mm

LEO-196
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

LEO-191
Washing Machine Tap

LEO-161
Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

LEO-160
Sink Mixer

LEO-186
Single Concealed Basin Cock
Wall Mounted (15mm spindle)

LEO-168
Wall Button Spout

LEO-169
Wall Plain Spout

LEO-165
Single Lever Basin Mixer
NEP-860
Center Hole Basin Mixer

NEPTUNE COLLECTION
A simple and understated design that is equally functional and beautiful.

NEP-869
Washing Machine Tap

NEP-859
Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

NEP-858
Sink Mixer
NEP-850  Bib Cock
NEP-851  Long Body Bib Cock
NEP-852  Angle Cock
NEP-864  Nozzle Bib Cock

NEP-855  Swan Neck Pillar Cock

NEP-865  2 Way Angle Cock
          (15mm Spindle)
NEP-866  2 Way Bib Cock
          (15mm Spindle)
NEP-854  Sink Cock
NEP-853  Pillar Cock

NEP-861  2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
          (with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)
NEP-862  2 in 1 Wall Mixer with 'L' Bend
NEP-863  Wall Mixer 3 in 1
          (with provision for Both Hand and Overhead Shower)
NEP-856  Concealed Stop Cock 15mm
NEP-857  Concealed Stop Cock 20mm
NEP-857  Flush Cock 25mm
AQUARIUS COLLECTION

The sharp edge of the spout and handle gives a proper weight to the product. In contrast, the top panel incorporates curves and a soft slope, making the overall impression one of regal elegance.
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
AQUA-270 | 35 MM
AQUA-298 | 40 MM
EARTH COLLECTION

A casual look designed with everyday use in mind. We achieved the dual senses of size and tension even in a tight bathroom space, while keeping the form fresh. There's just the right sense of volume and presence. This series was born of the desire to bring flexibility to the everyday lives of various people, just as your favorite silverware might.
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
EAR-300 | 35 MM
EAR-322 | 40 MM
PEARL PRECISION PRODUCTS

**EAR-295**
Wall Mixer 3 in 1
(with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)

**EAR-293**
2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)

**EAR-294**
2 in 1 Wall Mixer with ‘L’ Bend

**EAR-320**
Washing Machine Tap

**EAR-319**
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
2 Inlet - 40mm

**EAR-301 (High Flow)**

**EAR-305**
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - 45mm

**EAR-325**
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

**EAR-315**
Single Concealed Basin Cock
Wall Mounted (15mm spindle)

**EAR-298**
Wall Plain Spout

**EAR-299**
Wall Button Spout

**EAR-290**
Sink Mixer

**EAR-291**
Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

**Ear-314 | 35 MM**
**Ear-324 | 40 MM**
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)

**EAR-292**
Center Hole Basin Mixer
Proudly flaunting a modern and current European style, Doris collection are designed to be integrated into contemporary bathrooms.
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
DRS-2133 | 40 MM

DORIS COLLECTION
DRS-2118  
2 in 1 Wall Mixer with L Bend

DRS-2116  
Wall Mixer 3 in 1

DRS-2115  
2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic with Crutch

DRS-2134  
Single Lever Concealed Deusch Mixer - 40mm  
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)

DRS-2123  
Single Lever Concealed Diverter 3 Inlet - 45mm

DRS-2137  
Single Lever Concealed Diverter 3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

DRS-2122  
Single Lever Concealed Diverter 2 Inlet H/F - 40mm

DRS-2113  
Flush Cock

DRS-2119  
Button Spout

DRS-2120  
Wall Plain Spout

DRS-2114  
Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

DRS-2117  
Sink Mixer

DRS-2135  
Single Concealed Basin Cock  
Wall Mounted (15mm Spindle)
LIB-232
Single Lever Basin Mixer Tall Body

LIBRA COLLECTION

Proudly flaunting a modern and current European style, Leo collection are designed to be integrated into contemporary bathrooms.
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
LIB-220  |  35 MM
LIB-244  |  40 MM
LIB-241
Washing Machine Tap

LIB-210
Sink Mixer

LIB-211
Wall Mixer Non Telephone

LIB-236
Single Lever Concealed Basin Cock Wall Mounted (15mm Spindle)

LIB-239
Flush Cock 25mm

LIB-225
Single Lever Concealed Diverter 3 Inlet - 45mm

LIB-246
Single Lever Concealed Diverter 3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

LIB-240
LIB-221 (High Flow)

LIB-214
2 in 1 Wall Mixer with ‘L’ Bend

LIB-213
2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic (with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)

LIB-215
Wall Mixer 3 in 1 (with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)

LIB-212
Center Hole Basin Mixer

Single Lever Concealed
Deusch Mixer
LIB-235 | 35 MM
LIB-245 | 40 MM
(with provision for Spout / Health Faucet)

LIB-216
Single Lever Basin Mixer
BRENTA COLLECTION

A simple and understated design that is equally functional and beautiful.
Single Lever Concealed Basin Mixer
Wall Mounted
BRE-1051  |  35 MM
BRE-1052  |  40 MM
BRE-1018
2 Way Bib Cock
(15mm Spindle)

BRE-1019
2 Way Angle Cock
(15mm Spindle)

BRE-1020
Sink Mixer

BRE-1022
Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

BRE-1024
2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)

BRE-1023
2 in 1 Wall Mixer with ‘L’ Bend

BRE-1025
Wall Mixer 3 in 1
(with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)

BRE-1027
Pillar Cock Tall Body

BRE-1029
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
2 Inlet - 40mm (High Flow)

BRE-1030
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - 45mm

BRE-1058
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet - (Heavy Body) - 45mm

BRE-1057
Single Concealed Basin Cock
Wall Mounted (15mm Spindle)

BRE-1021
Center Hole Basin Mixer
PLU-400
Pillar Cock Tall Body

PLUTO COLLECTION
The gracefully designed collection with the engineered body will make you appreciate the exemplary masterpiece.

PLU-404
Nozzle Bib Cock

PLU-388
Pillar Cock

PLU-405
Washing Machine Tap

PLU-396
Center Hole Basin Mixer
PLU-385
Bib Cock

PLU-386
Long Body Bib Cock

PLU-387
Angle Cock

PLU-394
2 Way Angle Cock
(15mm Spindle)

PLU-393
2 Way Bib Cock
(15mm Spindle)

PLU-391
Sink Cock

PLU-392
Swan Neck Pillar Cock

PLU-389
Concealed Stop Cock 15mm

PLU-390
Concealed Stop Cock 20mm

PLU-403
Flush Cock 25mm

PLU-395
Sink Mixer

PLU-397
Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

PLU-406
Left Hand Side (Sink Cock)

PLU-399
2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(with outlet for provision of Hand Shower)

PLU-398
2 in 1 Wall Mixer with L Bend

PLU-402
Wall Mixer 3 in 1
(with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)
PLUTO PLUS COLLECTION

The gracefully designed collection with the engineered body will make you appreciate the exemplary masterpiece.

PLPS-1166 Bib Cock Long Body

PLPS-1185 Washing Machine Tap

PLPS-1176 Center Hole Basin Mixer

PLPS-1186 Sink Cock Left Handle

PLPS-1180 Pillar Cock Tall Body
PLPS-1165 Bib Cock

PLPS-1167 Angle Cock

PLPS-1173 2 Way Bib Cock

PLPS-1174 2 Way Angle Cock

PLPS-1168 Pillar Cock

PLPS-1184 Nozzle Bib Cock

PLPS-1171 Sink Cock

PLPS-1172 Swan Neck Pillar Cock

PLPS-1169 Concealed Stop Cock 15mm

PLPS-1170 Concealed Stop Cock 20mm

PLPS-1183 Flush Cock 25mm

PLPS-1175 Sink Mixer

PLPS-1177 Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

PLPS-1179 2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
   (with cage for provision of Hand Shower)

PLPS-1178 2 in 1 Wall Mixer with L Bend

PLPS-1182 Wall Mixer 3 in 1
   (with provision for both Hand and
    Overhead Shower)
PISCES COLLECTION

Pisces combine the strength of simple, architectural forms with sensual design lines and careful detailing for inviting visual appeal.

PIS-112
Center Hole Basin Mixer

PIS-120
Washing Machine Tap

PIS-106
Sink Cock

PIS-111
Wall Mixer Non Telephonic
ARIES COLLECTION

Aesthetically, its shape appears to be unique, creating long impression with distinguishing thinking.
ARIES

- **ARI-001** Bib Cock
- **ARI-003** Long Body Bib Cock
- **ARI-004** Angle Cock
- **ARI-005** 2 Way Angle Cock
- **ARI-002** Pillar Cock
- **ARI-017** 2 Way Angle Cock (15mm Spindle)
- **ARI-006** 2 Way Bib Cock
- **ARI-007** Sink Cock
- **ARI-008** Swan Neck Pillar Cock
- **ARI-009** Concealed Stop Cock 15mm
- **ARI-010** Concealed Stop Cock 20mm
- **ARI-011** Sink Mixer
- **ARI-012** Wall Mixer Non Telephonic
- **ARI-014** 2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic (with crutch for provision of Hand Shower)
- **ARI-015** 2 in 1 Wall Mixe with ‘L’ Bend
- **ARI-016** Wall Mixer 3 in 1 (with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)
TAURUS COLLECTION

With clean cut styling and simple lines the collection represent a new era in tap ware design.

TAU-037
Center Hole Basin Mixer
TAU-025 Bib Cock

TAU-027 Long Body Bib Cock

TAU-028 Angle Cock

TAU-029 2 Way Angle Cock

TAU-026 Pillar Cock

TAU-030 2 Way Bib Cock

TAU-031 Sink Cock

TAU-032 Swan Neck Pillar Cock

TAU-033 Concealed Stop Cock 15mm

TAU-034 Concealed Stop Cock 20mm

TAU-035 Sink Mixer

TAU-036 Wall Mixer Non Telephonic

TAU-038 2 in 1 Wall Mixer Telephonic
(with provision for a Hand Shower)

TAU-039 2 in 1 Wall Mixer with ‘L’ Bend

TAU-040 Wall Mixer 3 in 1
(with provision for both Hand and Overhead Shower)
DIVERTER CONCEALED PARTS

**ALL-1006**
Single Lever Concealed
2 Inlet Diverter Body - 40mm

**ALL-338**
Single Lever Concealed
2 Inlet Diverter Body - 40mm
(High Flow)

**ALL-339**
Single Lever Concealed
3 Inlet Diverter Body - 45mm

**ALL-1058**
Single Lever Concealed Diverter
3 Inlet Diverter Body - 45mm
(Heavy Body)

DIVERTER UPPER PARTS

**Titanic Diverter Plate & Handle**
TTS-1087 | 40 MM
TTS-1088 | 45 MM

**Titanic Prime Diverter Plate & Handle**
TPR-1158 | 40 MM
TPR-1159 | 45 MM

**Maple Diverter Plate & Handle**
MAP-926 | 40 MM
MAP-932 | 45 MM

**Bell Diverter Plate & Handle**
BELL-477 | 40 MM
BELL-481 | 45 MM

**Gemini Prime Diverter Plate & Handle**
GPR-900 | 40 MM
GPR-901 | 45 MM

**Jupiter Diverter Plate & Handle**
JUP-383 | 40 MM
JUP-384 | 45 MM
SINGLE LEVER CONCEALED BASIN MIXER BODY & OUTER PARTS

ALL-340
Single Lever Concealed
Basin Mixer Wall Mounted Body - 35mm

ALL-343
Single Lever Concealed
Basin Mixer Wall Mounted Body - 40mm

SINGLE LEVER CONCEALED BASIN MIXER WALL MOUNTED PLATE & HANDLE

Brenta
BRE-1047 | 35 MM
BRE-1048 | 40 MM

Titanic
TTS-1090 | 35 MM
TTS-1094 | 40 MM

Titanic Prime
TPR-1161 | 35 MM
TPR-1184 | 40 MM

Maple
MAP-933 | 40 MM

Bell
BELL-482 | 35 MM
BELL-488 | 40 MM

Gemini Prime
GPR-903 | 35 MM
GPR-908 | 40 MM

Jupiter
JUP-382 | 35 MM
JUP-396 | 40 MM

Virgo
VIR-206 | 35 MM
VIR-216 | 40 MM

Leo
LEO-181 | 35 MM
LEO-192 | 40 MM

Aquarius
AQUA-282 | 35 MM
AQUA-296 | 40 MM

Doris
DRS-2129 | 40 MM

Earth
EAR-311 | 35 MM
EAR-321 | 40 MM

Libra
LIB-231 | 35 MM
LIB-242 | 40 MM
SINGLE LEVER CONCEALED DEUSCH MIXER

Single Lever Concealed Deusch Mixer Body (For Spout / Health Faucet)
ALL-1001 | 35mm
ALL-1013 | 40mm

SINGLE LEVER CONCEALED DEUSCH MIXER PLATE & HANDLE

Titanic
TTS-1091 | 35 MM
TTS-1095 | 40 MM

Titanic Prime
TPR-1162 | 35 MM
TPR-1167 | 40 MM

Maple
MAP-935 | 40 MM

Bell
BELL-485 | 35 MM
BELL-489 | 40 MM

Gemini Prime
GPR-904 | 35 MM
GPR-909 | 40 MM

Jupiter
JUP-387 | 35 MM
JUP-397 | 40 MM

Virgo
VIR-211 | 35 MM
VIR-217 | 40 MM

Leo
LEO-187 | 35 MM
LEO-193 | 40 MM

Aquarius
AQUA-287 | 35 MM
AQUA-297 | 40 MM

Earth
EAR-316 | 35 MM
EAR-323 | 40 MM

Doris
DRS-2132 | 40 MM

Libra
LIB-237 | 35 MM
LIB-243 | 40 MM

Brenta
BRE-1049 | 35 MM
BRE-1050 | 40 MM
SINGLE CONCEALED BASIN COCK BODY & OUTER PARTS

ALL-1002
Single Concealed Basin Cock Wall Mounted (Body Only)

SINGLE CONCEALED BASIN COCK WALL MOUNTED PLATE & HANDLE

BRE-1056
Brenta

TTS-1092
Titanic

TPR-1163
Titanic Prime

MAP-939
MAPLE

BELL-493
BELL

GPR-905
Gemini Prime

JUP-388
Jupiter

VIR-212
Virgo

LEO-188
Leo

AQUA-288
Aquarius

EAR-317
Earth

DRS-2136
Doris

LIB-238
Libra
Experience
Products interactively

Now Discover Pearl Precision Products Catalogue on your iPhone/Android
or visit our new website www.pearlprecisionproducts.com

MOBILE AT ITS BEST
Now you can explore the wide range of our products in more interactive way through our newly launched mobile application.

This new smart technology will help our Channel Partners and Sales Representative in saving time and also for our valuable customers, selection of our products in just a click away.

QUICK INSTALLATION
You can easily download our application from Google Play Store/App Store or you can also visit our website www.pearlprecisionproducts.com
COMMITTED TO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Pearl Precision Products is already well known for its water saving products and now by entering into this digital world of technology, Pearl Precision Products get more committed towards the environmental Protection by avoiding use of paper which will help in saving the trees.